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What is it with superheroes? Children 
embrace the Iron Man figures and Spider-
Man lunch boxes before they've even seen 
the movies or read the comic books. Perhaps 
it's the underwear as outerwear element - 
after all, Mum would never let you leave the 
house like that. 
 
One of the biggest reasons kids love 
superheroes is the sense of control and 
power they can exert on the world 
vicariously. By channeling their energies into 
these fictional figures, they can conquer bad 
guys, rule the world and be kings or queens 
of their own universes. 
 
A superhero who saves the planet might seem like a good thing, but science is divided over whether Superman 
and his pals are helpful for kids. 
 

In defense of the superhero 
 
1. Key concepts. Superhero play helps children develop 

concepts such as right and wrong and good and bad, and 
gives parents the chance to have important conversations 
with children. 
 

2. Patience. A study by Karina Chung and Aryanne de Silva at 
Wellesley College in the US found that wearing a Superman 
cape and hearing about his fantastic abilities 
made preschoolers better able to delay gratification. 
 

3. Confidence. In the world of superheroes, anything is 
possible. All that dreamed-up play is great exercise for the 
brain and the imagination. Parents who allow their children 
to indulge in the make-believe world of superheroes will find 
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 their offspring have higher levels of confidence and competence. 

4. Helpfulness. Possessing superpowers in a virtual world makes people 
more likely to be helpful in real life, according to a study conducted by 
the clinical psychologist Robin Rosenberg at Stanford 
University's Virtual Human Interaction Lab. Children age 3 to 4 years 
find it difficult to differentiate between reality and fiction and, as 
such, the trait of superhuman strength is completely believable to 
them. 

 
5. Empowerment. Children have very limited control over many areas of 

their lives. Becoming a superhero in their play allows them to access 
some sense of power,It can help them act out and process any inner 
turmoil and sense of powerlessness that they have. This can help 
children to resolve issues of power and control, and it allows them to 
resolve or reduce fears and anxiety. They can also try out different 
personas and can experiment about the type of person they want to 
be. 
 

6. Healthy food choices. Although fast-food restaurants are offering more healthy options for kids, children 
aren't asking for them when they order. Dr Brian Wansink from the Cornell University Food and Brand Lab 
in the US found that children can be primed to order healthier fast food items by thinking about what their 
favourite superhero would eat. 
 

The case against heroes 
 
1. Violence. "Today's superhero is too much like an action hero who participates in non-stop violence," says 

Professor Sharon Lamb, a psychologist in the US. "He's aggressive, sarcastic and rarely speaks about the 
virtue of doing good for humanity. When not in superhero costume, these men exploit women, flaunt bling 
and convey their manhood with high-powered guns. Boys could look up to and learn from comic-book 
heroes of the past because, outside of their costumes, they were real people with real problems and many 
vulnerabilities." 
 

2. Age appropriateness. "It would be an advantage for preschoolers to experience more age-appropriate 
characters such as Thomas the Tank Engine or Bob the Builder rather than superhero programmes because 
these characters provide role models of social behaviour that build the platform for the more sophisticated 
content of battles of good versus evil in the later years," Jiwani says. 
 

3. Safety. A superhero costume can provoke perceived super-abilities that need special supervision, says Dr 
Patrick Davies from the Department of Paediatrics at Queen's Medical Centre in Nottingham, UK. 
In a study called Superhero-Related Injuries in Paediatrics, published in Archives of Disease in Childhood, 
Davies and his colleagues say that superhero role models can give unrealistic expectations to children, 
which may lead to serious injury. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. Aggression. There's no getting around the fact that superheroes are violent. The risk to superhero play is 
that sometimes children's behaviour can become out of control and escalate into chaotic play as a child 
becomes submerged in these roles,some people believe that allowing such play is giving permission for 
aggressive behaviour. 
 
Indeed, some schools have banned superhero play from the classroom. The challenge is to control the 
child's levels of aggression within this play. Talk to your child about other positive characteristics of their 
favourite hero, such as their clever thinking and care of others. Help shape their play by creating stories and 
limiting their exposure to more aggressive shows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can all recall the fun of role playing, being our favorite hero or heroine. They were the "go to" greatly 
demanded costume eagerly wanted for Halloween. Being that superhero or heroine was often an effective 
way to signal a younger sib to learn not to bother your things or they might be quickly stopped by the 
superhero's unseen powers.  
 
Superheroes provide fantasy play, magical powers and help to expand a child's self-esteem. Children of all 
ages enjoy being engaged when they become someone else for awhile, especially a superhero. 
Superheroes have abilities children only dream of -- they are strong, fast, courageous and can overcome 
obstacles... sometimes in a single bound. They also do many good deeds. After all, that is an important goal 
we hope children will internalize -- learning about doing good for others.  
 
Young children face many challenges and have to learn many new skills. They often feel small, helpless, 
fearful, unable to accomplish what they desire, or are troubled--in other words, they can feel just the 
opposite of superheroes. It's understandable that preschoolers are drawn to superhero play. Through 
superhero play, they can experience being brave. They are less afraid to try something new, and through 
imagining life through a different lens, can often better handle their own life and the world around them.  



Remember when you were young 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They feel good, if not extraordinary. Research tells us play is an essential element in development. Through 
play, children test the waters, try out roles, behaviors, investigate right and wrong and experiment with 
new language. They also expand their use of creativity, find new outlets for physical activity, and learn 
more about the difficult skills they need to manage like impulse control, self defense and conflict 
resolution.  Clearly, many children have a need to play superheroes. What is superhero play? This is 
imaginative and dramatic play. This play is a form of rough and tumble, free play and can, if allowed to be 
experienced, contribute to their healthy development.  
 
So, why would any preschool or parent ban superhero play? Controversy arises when teachers must cope 
with an increase of aggression. Loud sounds as little ones play out roles can become larger, and louder as 
they play. You can imagine what it's like to hear the sounds of one superhero or another, and then consider 
the din when you multiply it by 25. Kids who act out do dramatically change, as you will notice at home.  
 
3- to 5-year-old children use sounds, signals and action to respond. Their voices get louder as they 
internalize their favorite role-playing model. They also like to chase each other. Pretending is not passive. It 
takes a lot of imagination and energy to be a superhero of any size.  Teachers have to keep all children safe. 
If any child gets carried away with his or her fantasy, and inadvertently hurts another child, there can be 
pain and crying. The sounds in a school yard can quickly add up to a lot of noise.  
 
Parents and teachers both share in wanting children to be safe and secure at home and at school. So, a 
balance must be drawn so that children may play and enjoy freedom within prescribed boundaries. There 
are a variety of skills parents and teachers need to possess to help children sort things out. Children need 
to understand good and bad, how to limit rough house play and to be able to shift gears. This is not easy 
for young children to do. It takes practice and patience on the part of adults also, good humor, tact and 
guidance without infringing on their need for experience and self-expression.  
 
How can children act out safely, within limits, and not trample on each other's explorations? How can all of 
the needs of young children be met at the same time? Some flexibility is required. Young children also need 
to learn boundaries, what is safe and how to limit noise and change activities.  Where and when does 



fantasy play begin and end?  Children use props, costumes, action figures or just imagination and memory 
to imitate their favorite superheroes. They are greatly influenced by movies, TV programs, commercials, 
games, stories, their sibs, friends and neighbors. They can act out with a mere suggestion, or a prop.  
 
Superhero fantasy play is normal, natural and an important part of childhood experiences. Some act out 
stories they have heard or seen. This form of play brings children together in play groups to talk, laugh and 
act out scenarios. Children feel more in control by playing out roles. They also enjoy the social connect with 
other children who share their attitudes, preferences and excitement.  
 
Children are personally attracted to specific aspects of superheros -- power, strength, mannerisms, ways of 
speaking and acting. They also have questions, or are uncertain. They need clarification about certain 
actions or expressions. Their questions and concerns vary with age, experience, maturity and exposure.  
Another issue is acting out of violence which is challenging, especially if themes presented are about war 
and show of strength. Most parents and teachers would prefer to support peace, cooperation, fair play, 
gender equality and balance between children. 
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